Glaz: As a volunteer reading tutor for first and second graders, I marvel at how students at this age are captivated by fiction, especially fiction with animals taking on human qualities. A "good" book of children's fiction helps students learn to read, learn to love reading, and probably teaches an important lesson. One day, these thoughts about volunteering as a reading tutor merged into my thoughts on putting together an introduction for this statistics book. Somehow, I began to wonder if there was an effective role in the introduction for a grumpy ox with advanced training in statistics. I hope readers enjoy taking a light-hearted look at how statistical methodologies are intertwined into research as they follow Rho's narration of Alpha and Beta striving to become professional agronomists while Sigma, Delta, and a sassy new employee named Are offer statistical guidance and challenges along the way. T he Journal of Environmental Quality (JEQ) is pleased to announce the recipients of its 2017 Editor's Citation for Excellence for reviewers and associate editors. All journals published by ASA, CSSA, and SSSA depend on the commitment and dedication of volunteer reviewers and editors to maintain the high level of quality articles. The following individuals provided particularly noteworthy reviews and edits for these journals during 2017. If you are interested in reviewing manuscripts for JEQ, volunteer by contacting the Editor, Ed Gregorich, at ed.gregorich@agr.gc.ca.
